2011 equnox

The Chevy Equinox is a stylish and comfortable entry in the highly competitive small-crossover
segment. Roomy and graced with an available snappy V6, the previous-generation Equinox had
its charms, but it didn't shine brightly enough to surpass its rivals. As a result, Chevy's capable
but undistinguished hauler was left to linger on the lots as shoppers flocked to more popular
choices from the likes of Honda and Toyota. But thanks to a full redesign last year, the latest
Equinox has vaulted up to be a top pick in the small crossover SUV segment. The Chevrolet
Equinox boasts character and refinement â€” two traits that were missing in
previous-generation models, and indeed many small crossovers in general. With a rear seat that
slides back to create an expanse worthy of a prom-night limousine, the Equinox easily counts
rear legroom among its strengths. Ride quality is another plus, with the Equinox delivering a
stable, well-planted ride. In terms of equipment, the Chevy is fully competitive, with plenty of
standard features and some nice upgrades like a hard-drive-based navigation system. Under the
hood you'll find a choice of either a horsepower inline-4 or a hp V6. Both of these engines
deliver respectable acceleration, and the four-cylinder is notable for its above-average fuel
economy even though we've found it doesn't quite meet its lofty EPA estimates. Another
Equinox selling point is its upscale good looks; the cabin is attractive and expensive-looking
and features interior materials quality that's finally competitive with other choices in this
segment. The most significant area in which the Chevrolet Equinox lags is cargo capacity. The
Honda CR-V and Toyota RAV4 both boast more total space, which could be a factor if you're
frequently using your small crossover to haul lots of stuff. The Equinox also comes across as a
bit lifeless to drive when compared to sportier models like the Kia Sportage and Mazda CX But
in pretty much every other measure that matters -- cabin design, fuel economy, comfort and
safety -- Chevy's crossover is a front-runner. Standard equipment for the LS includes inch alloy
wheels, cruise control, air-conditioning, full power accessories, power front seat height
adjustment, a sliding and reclining backseat, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, OnStar and a
six-speaker sound system with CD player, satellite radio and an auxiliary audio jack. When
equipped with the optional V6 engine, inch wheels are added. The Equinox 2LT gets you the
above features plus foglamps, remote ignition, heated front seats, automatic climate control, an
eight-way power driver seat, an auto-dimming mirror, a rearview camera mounted in the
rearview mirror and an eight-speaker Pioneer stereo. The top-shelf LTZ adds automatic
headlamps, a power tailgate, rear parking sensors, leather upholstery and driver memory
functions. Many of the standard features found on the upper trims can be added to the lower
trims as options. All Equinox trims except the LS can be had with a sunroof. The 2LT and LTZ
can further be equipped with a rear entertainment system and a navigation system with voice
recognition and digital music storage. The LTZ V6 can be outfitted with optional inch
chrome-clad wheels. Every Chevrolet Equinox comes standard with a 2. Optional on all but the
LS is a 3. Both engines come standard with a six-speed automatic transmission and front-wheel
drive; all-wheel drive is optional. When equipped with the four-cylinder engine, the Equinox
makes the mph sprint in 9. As impressive as these numbers are, however, we've noticed that
the Equinox struggles more than most vehicles to match these numbers in the real world. The
Chevy Equinox comes standard with antilock disc brakes with brake assist , traction and
stability control, front seat side airbags, side curtain airbags and OnStar. A rearview camera and
rear parking sensors are optional. The Equinox has not been rated using the government's new,
more strenuous crash testing procedure; however, its rating which isn't comparable to the new
methodology was a top five stars for its performance in head-on and side-impact collisions for
all occupants. In side-impact and frontal-offset crash testing conducted by the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety, the Equinox earned a top "Good" rating. Acceleration from the
Chevrolet Equinox's four-cylinder engine is respectable â€” especially in light of its strong fuel
economy -- and should prove satisfactory for most shoppers. The V6 is a good match for those
seeking gutsier performance, offering a hp output that marks it as one of the most powerful
choices in the segment. Road and wind noise aren't a problem in the Equinox, which boasts a
very quiet cabin at highway speeds. Ride quality is also impressive on interstate road trips,
providing a buttoned-down feel indicative of bigger SUVs. Handling is unremarkable and
steering is decidedly vague â€” though we suspect that these two shortcomings won't be an
issue for the Equinox's target demographic. The Chevy Equinox boasts a stylish cabin filled
with premium touches. The available two-tone color schemes are eye-catching, and perfectly
complement the dashboard's elegant, swooping dual-cowl design. All in all, the Equinox's
interior looks more deluxe than that of most others in this segment. The switchgear for the
climate controls and audio system feels substantial, a pleasant departure from the cookie-cutter
units found in many other GM models. The downside is that the center console is plagued by a
plethora of similar-looking buttons and can be hard for shorter drivers to reach. As its
plus-sized exterior suggests, the Equinox offers a spacious cabin. Adjust the sliding rear seat

backward and you'll find rear legroom that's the most generous in this segment; the rear seat
also reclines for passenger comfort. There are lots of storage opportunities within the cabin,
with the highlight being a huge bin that sits beneath the front row's center armrest. Cargo
capacity, however, is not that impressive. There is a maximum Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Equinox. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check
out Chevrolet Equinox lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Not quite as much cargo space as chief rivals
some controls difficult to reach numb and uncommunicative steering. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the
Chevrolet Equinox's optional V6 now has E85 capability. Enhancements include heated cloth
seats on 2LT models and a compass on LS models. A USB port, a leather-wrapped steering
wheel and Bluetooth connectivity are now standard on 1LT models, and OnStar service has
been upgraded to standard Directions and Connections providing access to OnStar's
navigation and information services for a six-month trial period. Read more. Write a review See
all reviews. I have owned this vehicle for about 18 months. It was purchased off of my parent
who bought the vehicle new. When I bought the car off of them, it was as if a self-destruct
button was pushed. Immediately we found rust on the bottom of the rear doors at 38, miles. This
was repaired by the dealership under warranty. Shortly after I noticed that the vehicle was
losing oil quite rapidly and seemed down on power. After no lie 12 visits to dealerships one of
which I refused to deal with any further as they wanted me to drop the vehicle off for the entire
day for an oil consumption test , to monitor the oil level, they finally agreed to rebuild the engine
45, miles as well as fix a transmission leak. Upon vehicle inspection, they also "discovered" that
the AC condenser was leaking and needed to be replaced and that the rear brakes were "metal
on metal" and needed to be replaced. I refused brake replacement, another story, but it turned
out that there was more than half of the braking material left and no need whatsover to replace
the pads or rotors as we were quoted. At 58, miles, the rear differential is now leaking. The
vehicle is still under the mileage for the powertrain warranty but past the time limit by 4 months.
This repair was quoted at dollars to replace an axle seal. This vehicle is now being traded in as I
cannot deal with the sheer level of crap that is the Equinox. To summarize, Equinox with a 2.
Burning over 2 quarts of oil per miles. Engine rebuilt 2. Fuel pump and timing chain replaced.
Rust repair 4. Transmission leak repair 5. AC condensor leak 6. Seat issue recall repair 7. Rear
differential leaking. The other minor issues I have had include random electrical gremlins that
cause the auto headlights to come on randomly in direct sunlight, slipping serpentine belt that
causes dimming of interior lights on occasion. On the surface this is a great vehicle. The
interior is spacious and comfortable, the outside is relatively unobjectionable, It has several
higher end features like Satellite radio, heated seats, etc. I would not recommend this vehicle to
my worst enemy. Read less. Seeking new car Nothing but repair issues from about 50, miles
forward. Thank god I had purchased an extended warranty. Oil burning issues resulted in
complete overhaul of engine. Now having catalytic converter issues.. I would be broke if it
weren't for the extended warranty. Trying to limp to the end of my extended warranty but the
engine light is back on again. On a first-name basis with everyone in service at the dealer. On
the bright side, the interior was comfortable on all those trips to the dealer. I've hauled a lot in
the past 4 years and the interior has withstood. Mileage has always been disappointing. Unless I
was coasting on a downhill, I never approached anywhere near 30 mpg. Acceleration sluggish.
Huge blindspot due to pillars and side mirrors. Intermittent remote issues. Loud engine knock at
cold start up. The car is very comfortable to drive with lots of leg room. It handles just fine,
looks great and rides great. My only concern so far is the 2. It sounds like there is no oil in the
engine for several seconds and then quiets right down. Even after dealer changed the oil and
filter at miles the noise is still there. If my dealer can fix the noise before the engine shells out,
I'll be very happy with it. I'm sure I won't still have it when the warranty is nearing running out.
Have owned LT2 Equinox for about a year and a half. Bought it new. The Good - Nice looking
and drives pretty well. Comfortable for passengers. Good options like heated seats, power

everything including automatic opening tailgate. Nice computer. The Bad - Does not achieve
expected mileage. We consistently average a little over 19 mpg in mixed driving conditions.
Only about 24 mpg highway. Drivers seat uncomfortable I have to put a rolled up towel in the
bottom back to keep from getting back pains. The Ugly - It's a dog driving in the mountains or
even getting up to highway speeds. The automatic transmission also seems a bit rough when
accelerating hard. See all reviews of the Used Chevrolet Equinox. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
Sponsored cars related to the Equinox. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle
Listing Details. Get over channels, including: commercial-free music, sports, news, talk,
entertainment, comedy, family and kids' channels, and much more. With XM's incredible range
of programming, everything worth listening to is on XM Requires a subscription sold separately
by XM after the first 90 days. Available only in the 48 contiguous United States and District fo
Columbia. Visit gm. Wow, this gorgeous Equinox is one impressive ride! The body is very clean,
shiny, stylish, and attractive in appearance. I like the smooth, quiet, reliable, fuel efficient, fun,
and sporty ride. The interior is in great shape. This Equinox comes with front power bucket
seats with center console, rear back-up Camera, Bluetooth, excellent tires on factory Alloy
wheels, roof rack, LT package, auto, air, 2. If you demand quality, fuel economy, style, and a
very strong running cross over, then this beautiful Equinox may be for you! Engine; 3. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Call or click today. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Recent Arrival! If you are interested in shopping for a vehicle please send us
an email, call or chat. We can use video and provide you all the information you need without
coming into the dealership. The wellness and health of our employees and customers is our
priority and we are taking ongoing precautions to make sure we have cleanliness policies and
procedures throughout the day. Our Internet Sales team can help you gather information
remotely. We can arrange for you to test drive the vehicle at your home within proximity to our
dealership with steering wheel covers, gloves, disinfectant and seat covers. If you do decide to
purchase we can DocuSign or deliver the vehicle to you or arrange an appointment to pick it up
at the dealership. Though we try our best to remove vehicles when sold please confirm
information and availability before making a purchase decision. Cars cost less in Grafton!
Coppus Motors is a three-generation, family owned operation with over 94 years in the
automotive industry. No surprises and no hidden fees! Additionally, our valued customers
receive a FREE car wash with all paid services. The best prices in Bangor, Augusta, and
Ellsworth are at Darling's! Louis or Edwardsville, then look no further than Steve Schmitt Inc.
Steve Schmitt has delivered four generations of Customer Service Steve Sr. Plays an active role
in the dealership as well as the community, and Steve Jr. Manages the day-to-day operations.
Gets 32 MPG. Purchase with confidence since all of Ds' quality vehicles are thoroughly
inspected. We stock and locate custom high-quality cars in all price ranges for our customers
and friends. Odometer is miles below market average! Our experienced sales staff is eager to
share its knowledge and enthusiasm with you. We encourage you to browse our online
inventory, schedule a test drive and investigate financing options. Prices for new Chevrolet
vehicles are based GM Employee pricing eligibility. You can also request more information
about a vehicle by calling or texting us at See dealer for complete details. Local trade. Upgraded
Pioneer speakers. Heated seats. Remote start. New Brakes! Fully inspected and ready for a new
home. Our sales staff will help you find that new or used vehicle you have been seeking. We are
one of the largest Honda retail dealers in Central Illinois. New Price! Get the deal that you
deserve at Dutch's!!! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 13, Cylinders 4
cylinders 13, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 14,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I have owned this vehicle for about 18 months. It was
purchased off of my parent who bought the vehicle new. When I bought the car off of them, it
was as if a self-destruct button was pushed. Immediately we found rust on the bottom of the
rear doors at 38, miles. This was repaired by the dealership under warranty. Shortly after I
noticed that the vehicle was losing oil quite rapidly and seemed down on power. After no lie 12
visits to dealerships one of which I refused to deal with any further as they wanted me to drop
the vehicle off for the entire day for an oil consumption test , to monitor the oil level, they finally
agreed to rebuild the engine 45, miles as well as fix a transmission leak. Upon vehicle
inspection, they also "discovered" that the AC condenser was leaking and needed to be

replaced and that the rear brakes were "metal on metal" and needed to be replaced. I refused
brake replacement, another story, but it turned out that there was more than half of the braking
material left and no need whatsover to replace the pads or rotors as we were quoted. At 58,
miles, the rear differential is now leaking. The vehicle is still under the mileage for the
powertrain warranty but past the time limit by 4 months. This repair was quoted at dollars to
replace an axle seal. This vehicle is now being traded in as I cannot deal with the sheer level of
crap that is the Equinox. To summarize, Equinox with a 2. Burning over 2 quarts of oil per miles.
Engine rebuilt 2. Fuel pump and timing chain replaced. Rust repair 4. Transmission leak repair
5. AC condensor leak 6. Seat issue recall repair 7. Rear differential leaking. The other minor
issues I have had include random electrical gremlins that cause the auto headlights to come on
randomly in direct sunlight, slipping serpentine belt that causes dimming of interior lights on
occasion. On the surface this is a great vehicle. The interior is spacious and comfortable, the
outside is relatively unobjectionable, It has several higher end features like Satellite radio,
heated seats, etc. I would not recommend this vehicle to my worst enemy. Read more. Read
less. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Called to
discuss vehicle information that was plainly included in the cargurus post and the guy acted as
though he had no idea what I was talking about. Creeped me out so bad that I bought from
another dealer. Dealer was to check on availability of vehicle and call back before I was to drive
1 hour to get to the dealership. He did not call back. He seemed to be a typical "used car
salesman". They were knowledgeable and friendly. The car didn't end up being what we were
looking for but I appreciated the helpfulness of the associate that we spoke with. I had a great
experience by helpful and knowledgeable staff. Would definitely buy here again. When we did
go to dealership, the weather was terrible. Randy did a great job getting us thru the process
quickly. Explained everything very professional. Very polite, answered all questions, took
additional photos, went the extra mile! Thank you! Too much follow up. Multiple emails from
different level leadership, text, calls. A little too strong even for a typical salesman. They are
nice and willing to answer questions though. He was nice just has the car listed as a S model
and its a LE and asked him what the best cash price he answer find another car same year same
miles he will match it that's impossible lol , Cash is not easy to come buy these day with the
virus and everything. Dealers seem to want you to take out a loan so they can make more
money did not buy but if you want to take out a loan his prices is fair. Speaks broken English
hard to understand. Passed on buying vehicle didn't get a good feeling. Vinny made the whole
car dealing process comfortable and was very fair which was refreshing as compared to past
purchases. I am very happy with my purchase. Thanks for the help Vinny. I have recommended
him to a family member and a few friends. I talked to Luke on the phone he said the car had
noise in the front end but ran well. We drove 2 hrs from Illinois to look at it when we got the
keys started it there was Engine light as well as the ABS light on. I asked if the price was
negotiable he said if he had to put money to fix the front end then no. He did show me the code
on the engine it said cooling system fail. I would caution anybody looking for a car here. I give
them a 1 star because that's the lowest. The best car buying experience ever. They went above
and beyond to make me happy not to mention the fact they gave me an awesome deal on my
truck. Thanks to Ira Jack Chevrolet Cadillac. Contacted me quickly ran my credit quickly and
sold the truck I applied for knowing I was gonna be there Saturday morning and they just
happened to email me that morning saying they sold it very unprofessional. I mad an offer on a
vehicle and Steve called me directly to discuss it. He was very professional and treated me
respectfully even though we were not able to make the purchase. I look forward to continuing to
watch his inventory for what we are looking for. Thank you Steve! Very unprofessional. I told
him I wanted to buy a car and to give me a total price to ship it to me and he sold it instead! He
told me I better hurry up as there are six people wanting to see the car. I did not consider him
professional. Was very honest and informative. Interested in another vehicle currently on the
lot. There was a problem with the phones, but this was corrected with a call-back by the dealer.
A quiet and comfortable cabin, versatile sliding rear seats, a heady exterior design, fantastic
safety scores, and decent mileage estimates elevate the Chevrolet Equinox. Ho-hum handling, a
few chintzy cabin materials, and the lack of three-row seating tarnish the Equinox a bit. Sounds
to us like one of the better choices for an economical family car. Coming off a significant
redesign for , the Chevrolet Equinox, with a few minor tweaks, stands pat. This five-passenger
midsize crossover has a lot to offer for a reasonable price, including loads of standard creature
comforts, plenty of quiet cabin comfort, adequate if not inspired power from a choice of two
engines, and a gentle though somewhat yawn-producing ride from its Theta-based unibody
platform. Furthermore, it offers a tolerably generous, though not exactly cavernous, All this also
comes with a few pluses, such as the slick MultiFlex sliding rear seats and standard OnStar
Directions and Connections, as well as a few minuses, like some cheap interior materials, a few

issues with quality control, and some iffy handling characteristics. Another significant minus is
a significantly wider turning radius than ought to be warranted, which may, unfortunately, result
in some adrenalin-charged parking maneuvers. All trims are delivered with standard front-wheel
drive FWD , but all are additionally available with full-time all-wheel drive AWD for a hefty step
up in price. Standard four-cylinder power comes with all four trims, while the various LT and
LTZ trims are additionally available with a V6 powerplant along with its accompanying inch alloy
wheels. The trims equipped with the four-banger roll on standard inch alloy wheels. Value
seems to be the operative word when discussing the Equinox, since it stacks up pretty well with
its major competition in this fierce market. Mated with the standard six-speed auto-manual
transmission with brake hill holder, the I4 will put out hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm.
For those in need of a bit more pep, an E85 ethanol-fuel-capable 3. Again with the six-speed
auto-manual transmission, the V6 will throw down hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 5, rpm.
Additionally, for those Equinox trims sporting AWD, whether with the I4 or V6, a mechanical,
center-mounted limited-slip differential ensures power to all four wheels all the time. The I4 is
found to be adequate from a stop and gets from in 8. The V6 is described as obviously peppier,
but still nothing to write home about, with the pre 3. The six-speed auto-manual transmission is
acknowledged by a majority of reviewers as responsive with the I4 powertrain, but a bit tardy on
downshifts when paired with the available V6 engine. Reviewers also note that both engines can
be a tad raucous under heavy revs, but each quiets down nicely at highway speeds. The
surprisingly good ride quality in the Equinox depends on its four-wheel independent
suspension with trusty MacPherson front struts. Front and rear stabilizer bars complement a
multi-link rear suspension and standard inch tires to keep bumps at a minimum. Little difference
in ride quality is noticed by reviewers between the inch alloy wheels on I4-equipped trims and
the inch wheels accompanying V6-powered versions. Cornering, however, is noted by reviewers
as surprisingly stable for this type of vehicle, with little body lean or nose plow. Brakes in the
Equinox are described as smooth and powerful, with no noticeable pedal sponginess. Let it not
be said that the Chevy Equinox lacks for creature comforts. The LT1 adds premium cloth
upholstery, heated exterior mirrors, Bluetooth hands-free communications, and a USB
connection for over-the-top music storage and selection. Finally, the top-end LTZ trim tosses in
standard leather upholstery, reverse-tilting outside mirrors, Sun Sensor lighting and climate
control auto-adjustment, and memory for two drivers' settings, including the seat and mirrors.
Options include a trailer towing package for V6-equipped trims, while many of the standard
features found on the higher trims become available as options on the lower trim levels. Only
Bluetooth communications technology and tinted glass are available for the LS, however. The
LT1, LT2, and LTZ, on the other hand, can be delivered with available touch-screen DVD
navigation, inch chrome-clad wheels, rear-seat DVD entertainment with dual seatback-mounted
8-inch screens, a power sunroof, and a power liftgate, while inch chrome-clad wheels are
optional with the V6-packing LTZ. Quiet and well-appointed summarize the typical reviews of the
Equinox cabin. Gauges and controls are described as easy to read and, for the most part, to
reach, and seats are comfortable, with rear legroom enhanced immeasurably by the MultiFlex
sliding second-row seating. Some less-than-appropriate plastics and interior workmanship,
however, are noted by several reviewers, while tall front and rear headrests make for chancy
visibility to the rear. Its list of standard safety equipment begins with four-wheel disc ABS,
electronic brakeforce distribution, emergency braking assist, traction and stability control, dual
front side-mounted airbags, and front and rear head airbags. From there, the Equinox tacks on
standard daytime running lights, remote anti-theft alarm, OnStar emergency communications
with Vehicle Collision Notification and Airbag Deployment Notification, dusk-sensing
headlights, and a post-collision safety system. Some needlessly cheap interior materials and a
number of quality-control issues top the list of owner complaints with the Chevrolet Equinox.
And finally, owners are a bit disappointed with transmission glitches and the unavailability of
either a universal remote garage door opener or a power-adjustable front passenger seat.
Positives for the Equinox, however, are numerous in the eyes of most owners, and virtually all
mention, first of all, its slick styling. Added to that are owner plaudits for both ride and seat
comfort, roominess, and those highly touted MultiFlex sliding rear seats. There are, as well, a
few owners who do mention positive fuel economy results with the Equinox, perhaps due to
more conservative driving habits. Finally, many owners give kudos for two reasonably potent
engines, while this capable CUV leaves most owners feeling that the outlay for delivery was
money well spent. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by

price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Equinox listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not
Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Request Information. Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
patch panel wiring diagram example
mi tm pressure washer parts diagram
1993 ford f150
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

